
AppArea

For cleaning and maintenance of indoor wood surfaces treated with oil.

Work_Descrip_Label

Preparation_Label Very dirty stains can be cleaned with WOCA Wood Stain Remover or WOCA Intensive Wood Cleaner.

Always remember to test on a less visible spot to check the compatibility of the surface with the 
product.

Treatment Shake the spray well before use.
Spray the Oil Refreshing Soap on the surface.
Wipe down the surface with a cotton cloth.

NoteTxt Don’t use 100% microfiber.

DryingTime

Oil Refreshing Soap Spray

Revitalising natural cleaner for wood 
(ready to use)

Oil Refreshing Soap is for regular cleaning and maintenance of oiled wood 
surfaces. Oil Refreshing Soap, Natural is typically used for natural, oiled and 
colour oiled surfaces and Oil Refreshing Soap, White for white oiled wood 
surfaces. Oil Refreshing Soap combines efficient cleaning with re-oiling as 
additional oil penetrates into the surface and forms a matte protective layer on 
the surface.

Ensures maximum dirt and water resistance from day one•	
Enhances the natural colour of the wood •	
Gently cleans and maintains•	
Leaves a mat protecting oil film on the wood surface •	
For regular cleaning•	
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Contact_Label

This information is based on 
extensive laboratory testing and 
practical experience. Because 
the conditions under which the 
product is used are often beyond 
the control of WOCA Denmark, 
we can only guarantee the quality 
of the actual product. WOCA 
Denmark A/S accepts no liability 
for incorrect use and handling 
of the product. In principle, this 
product can be considered 
an intermediate product, as 
results depend on construction, 
the nature of the surface, 
pretreatment, temperature, air 
humidity, application etc. WOCA 
Denmark A/S reserves the right to 
change the product and the stated 
information without notice. This 
label/product description replaces 
all previous versions.

Oil Refreshing Soap Spray

Revitalising natural cleaner for wood 
(ready to use)
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Density 1.00-1.10 g/ml.

PHVvalue pH 7-8

ShelfLife 36M

Storage +50-77°F. Keep out of reach of children. Do not expose to 
heat (e.g. sunlight). Store frost-free during winter and cool 
during summer.

AvailPotSizes .75

MaintenanceProd
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WOCA Denmark A/S
Tværvej 6
DK - 6640 Lunderskov
T +45 9958 5600
info@wocadenmark.com
wocadenmark.com


